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passion
Home
is where the heart is...
For us, this is clearly the mountains. We spend almost every minute of our free time in, on, and over them.

Whether mountaineering, climbing, freeriding, skiing, or paragliding—they have a truly magical draw for us.
It’s therefore no surprise that this passion is also reflected in the films that we produce.
[Photo: Simon’s early morning view of the Dolomites]

OVERVIEW—ABOUT MISCHFABRIK

®

Dear reader,
This is actually the place where we should
tell you how great we are. How flexible.
How creative. How perfectionistic. How
resilient and persevering. How much we
move with the spirit of the times and constantly reinvent ourselves. But above all of
course, how brilliantly we work behind the
camera and when editing films...
Editorial

We naturally embody all of these qualities
and love what we do, but we want to use
this area to tell you something a bit more
personal about ourselves as, after all, that’s
what influences our work the most:
Our primary aim—both professionally and
privately—is to live a life full of adventure.
To travel the world. To encounter new
people, cultures, and landscapes. To satisfy
our curiosity and quench our thirst for
knowledge. To experience things that
perhaps few people have experienced in
this way...
And it’s this fire that burns within us that
we want to convey in our videos! We want
to excite our audiences. To implement new
ideas and concepts. To try daring camera
techniques. To perform audacious drone
maneuvers that push both us and our
equipment to the limits. We may sometimes have to admit that things haven’t
quite worked out as we’d envisaged.
But we never ever want to let it be said that
we didn’t give our all!
The fact that you’re still reading this shows
us that you seem to be truly interested in
our company and our work, and that we’ve
given this brochure to the right person.
If you share our views and want to work
with us, then we’d love to hear from you by
phone or e-mail.
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THE EXPLORERS

Matthias Mayr and Matthias ‘Hauni’ Haunholder aren’t
just both professional freeriders, they also have a shared passion for
endlessly searching for the most remote places in the world where
no-one has ever skied before. For example, a volcanic island in the
middle of the Pacific Ring of Fire between Japan and Kamchatka.
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SUMMERTIME

Wether it’s mountain biking, climbing, trail running,
triathlons or any other outdoor activity—we get
up close and film all the action!

THE BEST TIME OF THE YEAR

Filming the pros cutting lines on ‘heavy powder
days’ isn’t always easy... but to be honest, there’s
nothing we’d rather complain about!
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Otherwise, we’ll just have to win you over
with the pages that follow ;-)
Your Mischfabrik team
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AN AIRPORT AS A PLAYGROUND

Ever seen anyone jump across a 5-meter gap
and through an open airplane door at the last
second other than in Hollywood movies? No?
Then it’s time to check out ‘Last Call for Mr Paul’!

BOYS’ TOYS

Careful girls, you’d better not let your other half
see this video! Otherwise, things could get a bit
complicated when it comes to his next birthday
present...

SHOWREEL

[CLICK HERE] OR VISIT:

https://vimeo.com/174809617

MISCHFABRIK®
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COMPLETELY
UNDER CONTROL!

Meet the team: Benjamin Makatowski // CEO, Producer, Main Editor

DANCING WITH CUSTOMERS

...

It took six years at an advertising agency and a degree in advertising for things to ‘click’ for Benny.
He wanted to work to live, not live to work!
Following brief stints as a rafting guide and a snowboarding instructor, at the age of 24 he
discovered the perfect way to professionally combine his two passions of filming and sports:
his own outdoor filming company!
Benny is the primary contact for customers for almost all of our projects.
He not only demonstrates his coordination skills when climbing or paragliding,
but also at the desk when juggling the company’s most important matters!
Don't get us wrong—you’ll also find Benny behind the camera during our film shoots! But he’s a
driving force for the company in many other areas too. Whether as a producer, treasurer, or head
of post-production—he holds the reins and keeps the company on track!
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Forward-looking!
Benny doesn’t just keep a look out for great powder
runs—he also keeps an eye on the company’s future!
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LAST CALLFOR MR PAUL
RED BULL GERMANY // LUFTHANSA

The grand finale: Jason Paul
during the film’s last and most
spectacular stunt—a 5-meter leap
into the waiting aircraft.

FREERUNNING MIGHT NOT
SAVE YOU A LOT OF TIME
WHEN YOU’RE RUSHING TO
MAKE YOUR FLIGHT...
BUT LET’S FACE IT:
JACKIE CHAN WOULD HAVE
GONE ABOUT IT IN EXACTLY
THE SAME WAY!

ver arrived late for a flight? It’s never
fun—but not a problem for our freerunning superstar Jason Paul! On his
route from the ticket counter to the
aircraft our film incorporates pretty much
every airport cliché without using excessively
artificial stunts.
Our aim was to give each of his tricks an actual
purpose: to get him through the airport quicker
than other passengers. He has to avoid several
obstacles and people, find short-cuts, slide
down escalators, and escape angry security
guards. To prevent the whole thing from just
looking like some sort of wild pursuit, Jason
naturally also incorporates his very own
special style and the flow that has made him
so famous in the freerunning community.
The result is a Hollywood-style chase through
Munich Airport like no other. But enough of
our descriptions: check it out for yourself...
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25 MILLION VIEWS ON YOUTUBE
IN THE FIRST YEAR OF RELEASE

HOWEVER SATISFIED YOU, THE ATHLETE, AND THE CUSTOMER ARE AND HOWEVER COOL
YOUR VIDEO MIGHT BE, IF NO-ONE WATCHES IT, IT WAS ALL FOR NOTHING!
WE’RE THEREFORE DELIGHTED THAT ‘LAST CALL FOR MR PAUL’ HAD OVER 25 MILLION
VIEWERS ON YOUTUBE ALONE IN THE FIRST YEAR. ACCORDING TO RED BULL GERMANY, THIS
MAKES IT THE SECOND MOST VIRAL CLIP THAT RED BULL HAS EVER RELEASED!
ADDITIONAL PLATFORMS LIKE FACEBOOK AND RED BULL TV ALMOST TRIPLED THE
FILM’S REACH. THE CLIP HAS ALSO BEEN BROADCAST ON INTERNATIONAL TV STATIONS AND
BEEN CONSTANTLY SHOWN ON SCREENS THROUGHOUT MUNICH AIRPORT EVER SINCE IT WAS
RELEASED. THE REACH? ENDLESS!
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W

hat obstacles does
a freerunner have
to face while running
through an airport?
In Last Call for Mr Paul,
our protagonist winds his
way through the crowd
on a moving walkway,
uses a luggage cart as a
skateboard, skids along
a freshly mopped tiled
floor, somersaults off
concrete pillars, takes the
idea of a luggage slide
rather literally, and descends
an escalator in his own
unique way. Not to mention
the poor airport employee
whose electric cart he
hijacks...

In October 2016, we spent

3 DAYS FILMING
with a

10-STRONG TEAM

,

and

35 EXTRAS

,

resulting in over

40 HOURS OF PURE SHOOTING TIME
at the Franz-Josef-Strauß Airport in Munich
to create ‘Last Call for Mr Paul’. In the process, we used

2 RED DRAGONS
6 GOPROS

,

and

,

32SINGLE LENS REFLEX CAMERAS
on a special structure to produce

900 GIGABYTES OF FOOTAGE
in precisely

1,111 FILES

,

which we then used to conjure up the final clip with the
kind support of

70 CANS OF RED BULL

!

WATCH THE FILM HERE:

A burst of speed:
Jason sprints towards a business
bar at lofty heights as he tries to
lose his pursuers
Hi there beautiful lady!
Can I hitch a ride for a
minute please?

http://youtu.be/Mv7J2CLBYBk
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Freedom
Let
loose...
Mischfabrik® is a huge part of our life. We’re ambitious and perfectionistic—it’s far from rare for us to pull

all-nighters when producing a clip. This makes it all the more important for us to create specific periods of downtime when we can unwind and fully re-charge our batteries for the next project.
[Photo: Roman enjoying some time off in powder paradise]

MK 140
LIEBHERR CONSTRUCTION

‘MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY’ ISN’T JUST ONE OF THE KEY USPs OF THE
LIEBHERR MK 140, BUT ALSO OUR NUMBER ONE CREDO AS A FILM
CREW! WHEN PLANNING THE FILM SHOOTS WITH THE 60-TONNE,
16-METER-LONG COLOSSUS, WE HAD TO RETHINK THE DESIRED
ROUTE SEVERAL TIMES. BUT WHAT ARE ROADBLOCKS FOR AFTER ALL...
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“WHEN YOU’RE FACING
TEN REJECTIONS IN YOUR
SEARCH FOR A SUITABLE
HIGH-RISE FOR FILMING
WITH A 60-TONNE CRANE,
YOU START TO GET A BIT
NERVOUS”
		

Lofty heights:
It wasn’t just the drone pilot who was astonished
at the maximum hook height, but also the residents
of the penthouse suite on the roof of the Munich
high-rise complex...

[Roman Knopf, Producer]

Beam me up, Scotty!
With a cockpit like this, it’s easy to
imagine Captain Kirk at the helm
of the MK 140...
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WATCH THE VIDEO:
https://vimeo.com/212079254

“IT BECAME CLEAR TO US VERY EARLY ON
IN THE PROJECT THAT WE DIDN’T WANT
TO FILM YOUR TYPICAL MACHINE PORNO!”
[Simon Thussbas, DOP]

Taking a detour:
The MK 140 doesn’t just
look great in big cities!

he first challenge:
how can we create a video
that does justice to this
high-tech machine without
ending up filming a new
episode of Transformers?
By establishing a connection
with the outdoor sports of
climbing, white-water kayaking,
and urban running, we transfer
human abilities to the MK 140,
with a core focus on strength,
endurance, flexibility, dynamism,
and the desire to achieve aims.
In other words, traits that are
also embodied by Liebherr’s
largest mobile tower crane. In
taking this decision, we not
only gave ourselves the ‘home
advantage’ of filming in our
specialist field of outdoor sports;
in combination with refined
cuts and an emphatic voiceover,
we also made the video attractive
to viewers who aren’t primarily
characterized by their love of
huge machines...
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curiosity
To
the end of the world and far beyond...
We love exploring the unknown, experiencing new cultures, and expanding our own horizons. We endeavor to
constantly develop ourselves and further broaden our knowledge. We are helped in these aims by our travels
around the world, which we often return home from with new ideas.
[Photo: Somewhere in the middle of nowhere in Tajikistan. These are the places where we feel most at home.]

ONEKOTAN
RED BULL MEDIA HOUSE

At the crater:

When you spend 18 days on a deserted island somewhere in the Pacific Ring
of Fire, you can most definitely spare a few minutes to create a time-lapse of
what’s probably one of the most remote places in the world. Even if, like
director and cameraman Simon Thussbass, you have to create the entire project
on your own. Hats off to the man with such all-round filming talent that he
could precisely stick to the storyboard with three cameras, two drones, and a
gimbal during a three-week one-man show! We’ll also forgive him for the fact
that our aircrafts didn’t quite survive the long journey unscathed...

THE LOST ISLAND

“THE STORY OF ONEKOTAN IS A SHORT ONE:
THREE ADVENTUROUS FREERIDERS.
ONE ISLAND AT THE FAR END OF THE WORLD.
SKIING WHERE NO MAN HAS EVER SKIED BEFORE.
BUT NOT JUST ON ANY OLD MOUNTAIN. NO. THAT
WOULD BE TOO EASY. IT HAD TO BE A VOLCANO.
OR BETTER STILL: A VOLCANO IN A VOLCANO!
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“AS YOU’D EXPECT, THE ADVENTURE WASN’T QUITE WITHOUT
RISK. WE WERE WELL PREPARED BUT WHEN I FLEW THE
DRONE OVER THE SEA OF ICE FLOES THAT THE GUYS WERE
CAREFULLY FEELING THEIR WAY TOWARDS THE VOLCANO,
EVEN MY ADRENALIN LEVEL WAS SKY HIGH DESPITE MY
SAFE POSITION—AFTER ALL, I KNEW THAT I’D HAVE TO
CROSS THE SAME AREA LATER ON!”
[Simon Thussbas, DOP]

e love this stuff!
Things that no-one
has ever done before and places
where few people have ever been.
Put simply: ‘adventures’!
In cooperation with the movies’
protagonists Matthias Mayr and
Matthias ‘Hauni’ Haunholder, we
spent almost a full year planning,
researching, organizing, and
finding partners for our trip to
Onekotan—with the aim of being
the first to ski down the Krenizyn
volcano—before we finally set
off in April 2015. After almost a
month of traveling and a total of
18 days on the former military
island of Onekotan, we achieved
our aim. The material was safely
stored in our office, backed up
two, three times. After finishing the
film supported by Red Bull Media
House and discovering that
Onekotan – The Lost Island would
be shown during the European
Outdoor Film Tour (E.O.F.T.), we
could barely believe it at first.
It was a dream come true!

TEASER

https://vimeo.com/142867382

MAKING OF

http://youtu.be/4FjC7FzZCwk
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Meet the team: Simon Thussbas // CEO, Director of Photography

DIVING IN
CREATIVE. BRILLIANT. INVISIBLE.
“Hello. You’ve reached the voicemail of Simon Thussbas [...]”
Simon can really immerse himself—and not just in the joys of snowboarding as you can see in the
photo. What can sometimes be extremely annoying for his colleagues is actually one of his
greatest strengths: when he does something, he does it right!
There are no interruptions: with his huge headphones, he doesn’t just ‘ignore’ colleagues, ringing
mobiles, and flashing e-mail inboxes, he simply doesn’t notice them. But perhaps this is the only
way to organize the creative chaos that plays out in Simon’s mind and
convert it into a form that everyone can understand.
Simon initially started to study mechanical engineering but fortunately changed his mind half way
through the course. Today, he describes it as “a complete waste of time”, but Benny and Roman
see it somewhat differently—who else could keep them on top of all the latest technical updates?
In addition to his creative outpourings, Simon is also our Director of Photography (DOP) and the
man responsible for everything that goes on behind the camera during film shoots.
As such, if you ever find that you can’t get hold of him, please
don’t hesitate to contact Benny or Roman instead...
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There’s something on your face!
If he didn’t have ice in his beard, it wouldn't be
a proper powder day for Simon...
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SUMMER

ACTION HIGHLIGHTS
Best of Mischfabrik® summer clips

CUBE // TRIATHLON

Sunrise:
Sometimes, we have no problem enjoying clear blue
skies and perfect weather!

MOUNTAINS, BIKES & BLUE SKY...

Okay, we admit it—we couldn’t really care less about there being a blue sky.
What matters is that we can get outdoors. Whatever the weather. Ideally in
the mountains or on a bike. This turns our work into genuine pleasure...
Experience has shown that having a smile on your face and a slightly raised
endorphin level improves your concentration, makes you more focused,
and accordingly helps you work more successfully.
Goodbye stress, hello joy!
This formula ultimately results in a simple ‘rule of three’:
Happy film-makers		
good filming performance
Good footage		
foundation for a good end product
Good end product		
happy customer!

THE FEEL-GOOD FACTOR

The athletes and models in front of the camera also need a certain ‘feelgood factor’ to give their best possible performances. We use our
experience of outdoor sports to always show great interest in our
protagonists and work with them to develop the optimal action shots!

In 2016, we worked all over Europe on behalf of BOSCH eBike Systems to film footage for the new ‘Uphill Flow III’ engine. It’s
always nice to work with thoroughbred athletes like Stefan Schlie, René Wildhaber, and Greta Weithaler. Their passion is instantly
tangible and 100% contagious. The performance is perfect—both in front of and behind the camera.

A training day with Michael and Andreas Raelert. Blood, sweat, and tears in
preparation for a major goal: the Ironman World Championship in Hawaii...
http://youtu.be/_bd3_vldfYM

BOSCH E-BIKE SYSTEMS // ADVENTURING
René Wildhaber—global explorer, adventurer, and extreme mountain biker.
Why does a top athlete like René use the electric assistance of an eBike?
http://youtu.be/H4SpEkiUAOs [Post-production: Beech Studios]

CUBE // DOWNHILL TEST LABORATORY
Riders and bikes are subjected to extreme levels of strain on the downhill. The
guys at CUBE therefore thoroughly test their bikes...
http://youtu.be/yiQ0IBcBNkk

LEKI // RUN. HIKE. CLIMB. FASTER.
From sunrise to sunset. Martin and Lisa take you with them into the mountains
and show you the perfect companion for your next outing...
http://youtu.be/89dNq86BKQo
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EVENTS

TOURISM

nmmmmmm

CUBE—RONDE VAN VLAANDEREN

https://vimeo.com/219832381
On behalf of CUBE, we accompanied the Wanty Gobert team at one of the most prestigious
preparation races for the Tour de France.

OPEN FACES—SILVRETTA MONTAFON HIGHLIGHT EDIT
https://youtu.be/gunu8goxnwE

OPEN FACES—BEHIND THE SCENES: FILM PRODUCTION

https://youtu.be/n4vkz8RpFeE
In winter 2017, we were completely responsible for filming the Open Faces Freeride Series.
We had the pleasure of accompanying the Freeride World Tour qualifier throughout the season and
supplied not only highlight and behind-the-scenes clips, but also all the material for the live streams.

The recipe for success for many classic films in the
tourism sector is both simple and effective: perfect
weather, perfect conditions, and almost perfect people
having the ‘time of their lives’ in the advertised area.
The disadvantage: if you change the logos, these videos
can be used for almost any region. Potential visitors
hardly notice any differences...but that’s where we
come in!

NO ONE SAID IT WOULD BE EASY...

[Benjamin Makatowski, CEO]

“WE ALWAYS TRY TO
USE A REFINED IDEA TO MAKE
OUR PRODUCTIONS STAND
THE SAME—BUT DIFFERENT! OUT FROM THE CROWD. THEIR
LANDSCAPE, THE LEISURE
ACTIVITIES THEY OFFER, AND
THEIR HIGH QUALITY OF LIFE
ARE NATURALLY THE MAIN
LIFELINES OF TOURIST REGIONS—
BUT WHY SHOULDN’T WE GIVE
THESE SUCCESS FACTORS EVEN
MORE OF A BOOST BY CREATING
VISUAL ‘WOW’ EFFECTS?

Events are what they say they are—events. Untested occasions without any real opportunity to specifically
prepare, aside from a rough schedule. Concentration, unwavering attention, and a good eye are essential for
capturing ‘genuine, non-staged emotions’ and giving a highlight clip that certain extra something. Of course,
it never hurts to have fully mastered your equipment and to be able to operate it in your sleep if needs be—
especially when events are being broadcast live.

365 DAYS IN THE ALLGÄU

http://youtu.be/wfZPYj1Jz8E
With a self-developed, specially modified POV system weighing 10 kilograms, we present ‘Allgäu adventures’
from a first-person perspective without having to compromise on the picture quality or artistic design.

WESTERN ALLGÄU—ALPINE COUNTRY & LAKE CONSTANCE

http://youtu.be/3hG90usNQS0
Thanks to meticulous planning, the same camera on the ground and in the air, and hidden cuts and
transitions, we give viewers the impression of a continuous flight through the tourist
region of the Western Allgäu with its many sights and leisure activities...

[Peter Schell, Social Media Manager, Allgäu GmbH]

[Christoph Glasner, Head of Marketing & Media, FC Red Bull Salzburg]

Working with Mischfabrik means being able to rely 100% on Mischfabrik. No task is too difficult, no mountain
too high, and no morning too early. They’re completely professional and clearly love their work.

Mischfabrik adds a breath of fresh air to our video clips. The clip for our ‘Streetsoccer #Mozartplatz’ campaign
in particular was one of the best clips that have ever been produced for us.
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WINTER

ACTION HIGHLIGHTS
Best of Mischfabrik® winter clips

RED BULL, FABIAN LENTSCH // SNOWMADS

An old fire truck converted to create the perfect adventure-mobile. A bunch
of good friends/skiers and Simon in the middle as cameraman and the person
responsible for creating this webisode:
http://youtu.be/gohpNDtPxvA

ROSSIGNOL // CHRISTIAN’S SEASON

Has anyone seen my snorkel?
It’s days like this that we live for! There are simply
no words that even come close to describing the
feeling of a really deep powder turn...

It’s hard to put into words the effect that winter has on us when the soft, white
snow falls from the sky and the flakes slowly but surely create the perfect
mountain playground...
Sometimes, the office is declared a no-go zone. This means it’s time for a
company outing into the powder to re-charge our batteries and top up our
energy—energy that we need for our next shoot in the mountains:
“Snow is our drug of choice!”
But that’s enough of this sentimentality—we not only love winter, we’re also
‘masters’ of it! Our many years of experience in the mountains, whether in
front of or behind the camera, help up predict slopes and exposures as well
as snow and weather conditions, and to be perfectly prepared for all filming
activities. In winter, we go one step further as we’ve turned our passion into a
profession—and you can tell!

[Steﬀen Rückschloss, Head of Digital Marketing, LEKI]
Working with Mischfabrik is like trying to challenge the Duracell Bunny! They just never get tired,
and put more dedication into our projects than anyone else before. It is highly professional,
super exciting, and always inspiring going ﬁlming with the guys!

http://youtu.be/MaQZPvApQxc

Sandra Lahnsteiner—one of the world’s most famous female freeriders—has been producing
her own ‘all female’ freeride movies for years under the title ‘Shades of Winter’. We’re
delighted to have been brought on board with her projects!

THIS IS WHAT WE LIVE FOR!

Christian Reichenberger—former Freeride World Tour rider—winter 2014

FISCHER // TEAMDAYS
Not only do we help out with Sandra Lahnsteiner’s ‘Shades of Winter’; her main
sponsor Fischer also calls on us from time to time too...
http://youtu.be/OoHk_iHyQKA

LEKI // TRIGGER S VERTICAL
Ah LEKI—whether in summer or winter, we always love getting out
into the mountains with you!
http://youtu.be/-mvhGXnGzEg
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Meet the team: Roman Knopf // Production, Camera, Editing

A GENUINE
ALLROUNDER
SOUNDS LIKE AN EXAGGERATION. BUT IT’S TRUE.
Roman really is a highly talented all-rounder. With a degree in media and communications, he
has a broad font of knowledge and not only offers the company his photographic and video skills,
but also a huge amount of experience of large company life from his time in the Communications
department at BMW.
His areas of work include production, editing, camera work, drones, concept development,
storyboarding, design, photography, color grading, and even putting Simon‘s muddled
brainstorming ideas’ into writing.
As a passionate ski tourer and mountain enthusiast, he’s also the perfect ‘packhorse’ for long,
strenuous film shoots—his own fault for spending all of his free time messing about in the
mountains...

A jovial gent!
Roman loves to laugh and loves his job. So don’t be surprised if
you see him with a similar expression on his face during a shoot.
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adventure
Dream big...

We’re always on the lookout for new adventures. We endeavor to implement extraordinary
ideas and try new things, and love experimenting with new concepts and techniques—
not just during our sporting activities and privately, but also professionally. We
sometimes put our heads a long way above the parapet when doing this, but as they
say: nothing ventured, nothing gained!
[Photo: A bucket-list item—to canoe with your girlfriend at sunset in Raja Ampat,
Indonesia. Simon has already ticked this off...]

how to work with us
ALL IN ONE:

Direct customer contact is very important to us! We are your
point of contact and service providers from the initial idea to
the final product—without any intermediate agencies.

contact
MISCHFABRIK® GmbH
ADVENTURE FILM MAKING
+49 (0)8654 30 99 846
info@mischfabrik.com
facebook.com/mischfabrik
instagram.com/mischfabrik

1.

Send us an e-mail with your request to one of the addresses shown on the right. After reading your message,
we’ll call you right away to discuss your expectations, any ideas you already have, and the budget for the
production. You can naturally also pick up the phone yourself and call us directly!

CEO / Producer, Main Editor

CEO / Director of Photography

2.

Production, cut, sound design, camera work
benny@mischfabrik.com

Direction, camera work, concepts
simon@mischfabrik.com

ROMAN KNOPF

KARIN VATES

ASSISTANT / Production, Camera & Editing

ASSISTANT / Office Management

Camera work, cut, color grading, concepts
roman@mischfabrik.com

Organization, controlling, accounting
karin@mischfabrik.com

The ball’s in our court: brainstorming time! Depending how busy we are, you’ll usually receive one or more
rough ideas on how your project could be implemented as well as a quotation for the filming work within a
maximum of 72 hours.

3.

Now it’s your turn: tell us what you think of our idea(s)!

BENJAMIN MAKATOWSKI

SIMON THUSSBAS

4.

We use your feedback to start the detailed planning. We create a storyboard and the shot list for the film
shoot.

5.

We work together to come up with a suitable date for the shoot and determine the final project hand-over
date. Unless otherwise agreed, you’ll then have the chance to provide feedback during the post-production
stage, when we’ll implement any change requests you have in so far as possible.

references

6.

You confirm what we call the ‘picture lock’. This means that from this point onwards, no further changes can
be made to the image sequence and cut as we’ll now start work on the final edits to the video in the form of
color grading and sound design.

7.

We send you your finished video—and you hopefully love it so much that you won’t need to think twice
about who you’ll turn to for your next project :-)

For further information, please see our Terms and Conditions at: www.mischfabrik.com/AGB

Awards
We look forward to working with you!

Mercedes Benz/Kitzbühel
Freeride Competetition
2014

PLANET SPORTS
VIDEO AWARD
2014
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